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Welcome to Logistics UK 


 


We're one of the biggest business groups in the UK, representing the entire industry, with members from the road, rail, sea and air industries, as well as the buyers of freight services such as retailers and manufacturers.


 


We focus on the critical services, support, and advice, that we provide to our members


 

About usJoin Logistics UKVehicle Inspection Service
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[image: Fleet Engineer returns for 2024!]Fleet Engineer returns for 2024!
Logistics UK’s ever-popular Fleet Engineer event is taking place on 19 June at the British Motor Museum, Warwickshire. The conference will offer industry expert speakers, views from manufacturers and excellent networking opportunities. Book before 31 March quoting FEEB24 and receive 20% discount with our early bird booking offer.


 

BOOK TODAY

[image: ]Logistics UK's brand new service; Freight Ferry Service powered by Freightlink!


Logistics UK are thrilled to announce our brand new service, in partnership with Freightlink, our Freight Ferry Service is a one stop shop for finding the best ferry and tunnel routes throughout Europe.

Find out more

[image: Logistics UK's brand NEW Operating Light Commercial Vehicles ]Logistics UK's brand NEW Operating Light Commercial Vehicles 
Logistics UK is pleased to announce a brand NEW event for those operating light logistics vehicles, for 2024 on 21 May at DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, Coventry. With expert speakers including Andy Neale, Catherine Bowen, Julie Gowland and others offering top tips, insights and excellent networking opportunities, its the event not to be missed! 


 

BOOK TODAY

[image: Executive Membership]Executive Membership
A new, strategic membership for leaders working at the helm of the logistics sector.



It equips you with the tools and insight you need to inform your decision-making, form your business strategy and navigate the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead.

FIND OUT MORE

[image: ]Logistics UK's 2024 Awards are now open!


 

Enter Now

[image: Logistics UK 2024 Manifesto]Logistics UK 2024 Manifesto
Logistics UK’s manifesto ahead of the next general election sets out how policymakers can unleash the power of logistics to drive growth across the whole economy.


Click here to download Logistics UK 2024 Manifesto.

Click here 





Services View all services





[image: Vehicle Inspection Service - VIS]
Vehicle Inspection Service - VIS
Logistics UK offers a wide ranging, comprehensive, industry leading vehicle inspection and compliance reporting service, that is accredited by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS). 
Vehicle Inspection Service - VIS
View all services[image: ]



[image: Supply Chain Consultancy ]
Supply Chain Consultancy 
Quality advice from Logistics UK's supply chain consultancy team.  Benefit from unparalleled experience, specialist staff, proven cost savings and increased awareness of legislation.
Knowledgeable and professional advice and tailored solutions for your strategic problems and opportunities.
Supply Chain Consultancy 
View all services[image: ]



[image: Logistics UK Shop]
Logistics UK Shop
Visit our Shop site.
Our online store is your one-stop-shop for all your compliance needs. 
Logistics UK Shop
View all services[image: ]
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                        The latest from the Member Advice Centre
                        
                    

                

            

            
                Q) Can you provide some clarity on the requirements to wear seat belts? Can you confirm whether our environmental operatives when handling waste are exempt from wearing a seat belt whilst delivering/collecting waste door to door?

LEARN MORE[image: ]



Q) We have vehicles which are fitted with tachograph units; however, they are not used.


Is there a requirement for these vehicles to be presented every 2 years for a tachograph inspection or recalibration?

LEARN MORE[image: ]



Q) We are after some advice on using a forklift truck that moves on the road from site to site. Does the forklift truck need to be registered with DVLA, and are there any other requirements?

LEARN MORE[image: ]




            

        

    







    News Visit our media centre






    
Roaming Drivers
Enter a Summary
Thursday 04 April 2024



[image: A celebration of innovation and expertise: The Logistics Awards 2024 are open for entries]
A celebration of innovation and expertise: The Logistics Awards 2024 are open for entries
Tuesday 02 April 2024
Logistics UK’s Logistics Awards 2024 are now open for entries. The Awards, now in their eighth year, reward companies and individuals that embody the skills, expertise and ‘can do’ spirit of the logistics industry. 
Read article




[image: Sort the border to prevent supply chain breakdown, Logistics UK urges government]
Sort the border to prevent supply chain breakdown, Logistics UK urges government
Wednesday 27 March 2024
Logistics UK is warning that travel delays – and the knock on-effect these could have on imports of food from Europe moving  forwards – could be significant, unless the UK government takes steps to clarify its post-Brexit border arrangements with the EU.
Read article







[image: Closer government and industry ties are essential to secure UK's supply chains, says minister]
Closer government and industry ties are essential to secure UK's supply chains, says minister
A senior government minister has told leaders of the logistics sector that close government collaboration with businesses, academia and trade organisations is the only way to ensure resilient UK supply chains.
Wednesday 20 March 2024



[image: Logistics industry unites in call for dedicated Government minister]
Logistics industry unites in call for dedicated Government minister
Monday 18 March 2024
Heads of the UK’s leading logistics trade associations are urging the next government to recognise the value the sector provides to the economy and appoint a dedicated minister for logistics with cross-departmental responsibilities.
Read article




[image: Regional Mayors need to embrace logistics and the opportunity the sector presents for regional economic growth, says Logistics UK ]
Regional Mayors need to embrace logistics and the opportunity the sector presents for regional economic growth, says Logistics UK 
Wednesday 13 March 2024
Logistics UK has launched regional manifestos for the North of England and the Midlands outlining how senior logistics leads in the regions would be able to implement strategic approaches to logistics.
Read article







[image: Comment from Logistics UK on Budget announcement on fuel duty]
Comment from Logistics UK on Budget announcement on fuel duty
Logistics UK has responded to the Chancellor's announcement on fuel duty in today's Budget.
Wednesday 06 March 2024



[image: Retain fuel duty cut to keep the economy delivering, says Logistics UK]
Retain fuel duty cut to keep the economy delivering, says Logistics UK
Thursday 29 February 2024
Chancellor Jeremy Hunt MP must retain the current 5p per litre cut in fuel duty to prevent additional inflationary pressures, according to business group Logistics UK.
Read article




[image: London's businesses need a Freight Commissioner, says Logistics UK]
London's businesses need a Freight Commissioner, says Logistics UK
Wednesday 21 February 2024
The next Mayor of London must appoint a dedicated Freight Commissioner if the capital’s businesses are to maximise their productivity and drive growth for the capital, according to business group Logistics UK.
Read article







[image: Logistics UK comments on publication of Rail Reform Bill]
Logistics UK comments on publication of Rail Reform Bill
Logistics UK has commented on the publication of the Rail Reform Bill.
Tuesday 20 February 2024



[image: Future proof your mechanics with Logistics UK's new electric vehicle training courses]
Future proof your mechanics with Logistics UK's new electric vehicle training courses
Tuesday 20 February 2024
Data from information provider Statista indicates the UK’s electric heavy goods vehicle market is predicted to see a 70% growth by 2026, with more than 2,100 battery-powered vehicles expected to be operational on the nation’s roads by then.
Read article




[image: Logistics UK comments on Consortia Block Exemption Regulation decision]
Logistics UK comments on Consortia Block Exemption Regulation decision
Friday 09 February 2024
Logistics UK has commented on the CMA decision regarding the Consortia Block Exemption Regulation (CBER).
Read article
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Logistics UK is a trading name of Freight Transport Association Limited
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Not a member?


You'll find membership benefits you in the following ways


	Saves you time
	Saves you money
	Increases your operations efficiency
	Gives you peace of mind
	Keeps you informed of the latest industry developments



Join Today Learn more about member benefits


                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        




    
    



  
  
  

